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COVER PHOTOGRAPH—The Pincushion

or Fishhook Cactus, Mammillaria dioica, is

found along the seacoast and also in the

desert. See page 12.
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Desert Prickly Pear, Opuntia occidcntalh picvcci, photo-

graphed in the upper end of Mason Valley. See page 38.
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CAUTION — YOU MAY LOOK
BUT MUSTN'T TOUCH

In San Diego County all cacti are protected by Ordi-

nance 341 and even on private property can be collected

only with the written permission of the owner. Plants are

protected by law in all National Forests and on State and

County Highway rights of way, and in State Parks it is

dangerous even to think of removing one. Most of the San

Diego County desert is in the Anza-Borrego Desert State

Park, so that takes care of that.

Conservation laws and practices are essential for the

protection of the natural vegetation of our increasingly

urban area. They must be respected.
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SAN DIEGO COUNTY CACTI

This little booklet is to help you identify and learn something about

the cacti of San Diego County. Only about eighteen kinds of cacti are

native here. They are mostly distinctive enough to be named by matching

them against the photographs, without resorting to botanical techni-

calities. At least that is my hope.

Many people find cacti interesting because of their bizarre and often

beautiful forms. One must respect a cactus as a thrifty plant able to

take care of itself in an inhospitable arid environment. When there is

rain, a cactus swells with stored water, which it saves for a rainless day.

In the desert, stored water is like money in the bank and must be pro-

tected. The dense covering of spines that most cacti have prevents thirsty

animals from eating the succulent stems.

Some cacti have strikingly beautiful blossoms. Flowers of six of the

San Diego plants are shown in the color plates which were printed by

Dr. and Mrs. G. Dallas Hanna of the California Academy of Sciences.

I am also indebted to Dr. Reid Moran for valuable suggestions concerning

this booklet, and to Mr. Chris Parrish, for information about some of the

plants.

GEORGE LINDSAY
Director

Natural History Museum

San Diego
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WHAT IS A CACTUS?
A cactus has been defined as a "truculent succulent." A succulent

is a plant that stores water in its stems or leaves. The cacti are just one

of many plant families whose members have this habit; so although all

cacti are succulents, not all succulents are cacti. In San Diego County,

as elsewhere, other succulents are often mistaken for cacti. These include

century plants and yuccas, of the Agave family, and live-forevers or

hiens-and-chickens, of the stonecrop family.

Although various other succulents, and indeed various other spiny

plants, are sometimes mistakenly called cacti, the cacti are a distinct

plant family. They are perennial succulent plants with thick stems

usually covered with spines. Spines are not all over the surface but are

borne in felty cushions called areoles. Sometimes mistakenly called leaves,

the joints of prickly pears are flattened stems. True leaves, if not com-

pletely absent, usually are very small and inconspicuous and soon fall

away. Cactus flowers have many petals and stamens and are usually per-

fect, solitary, and sessile: each flower has both male and female elements,

is produced singly, and has no stalk. Spines, flowers, and branches are

usually produced from areoles, which are found only in this family.

Fruits are dry or fleshy single-celled berries with many seeds.

The cactus family is All-American. Its more than 1500 different

species are native to the Western Hemisphere, from Canada to Patagonia.

Cacti are established as escapes from cultivation or accidental introduc-

tion in Africa, southern Europe, Australia, and many other places where

they were taken by man.

OurntZ
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HOW CACTI GOT THAT WAY
Our cacti are tremendously specialized to collect and store water.

The enlargement of their stems for water storage gives them their weird,

almost unplantlike appearance. However, some primitive cacti in the

tropics are more like ordinary bushes, with slender woody stems and broad

fiat leaves. Only a botanist would recognize them as cacti; but inter-

mediate kinds suggest how more grotesque cacti may have developed

from just plain plants.

Life originated in water, and water remains a primary essential of

life. Land plants, like land animals, retain their aquatic environment

within their bodies. Land plants can't avoid losing water by evaporation

so must absorb water to live and grow. Water transports essential nutri-

ents as solutes. Water is one of the raw materials from which plants

make sugar, their basic food. Gases must enter and leave the plant for

this process, and water is lost at the same time.

In an arid environment, the balance between water intake and water

loss is critical, and all desert plants must be highly modified to gather

and conserve the water they need. Since large leaves present much surface

for evaporation and are prodigal with water, leaves of desert plants often

are small and their surfaces often are "waterproofed" with layers of waxy

material. Desert plants with comparatively large and ordinary leaves, like

the ocotillo, produce them only after a rain and are leafless most of the

time. Surfaces from which water can evaporate are reduced to a minimum

in most desert plants, either through small sized leaves, leaves that drop

when the soil dries, or the complete lack of leaves, the leaf function

being taken over by the green stems.

Primitive tropical cacti are thought to resemble the ancestors of the

cactus family. The tropical cacti in the genus Pereskia have broad,

flat leaves and woody, non-succulent stems. It is supposed that some

strains of the primitive stock tended to have smaller leaves, and to have

thicker stems. These slight modifications allowed those strains to colonize

more arid areas, or survive drouths where they originally grew. The de-

crease in leaf size and increase in stem succulence continued, enabling the

new forms to extend into drier and drier habitats. Now, in San Diego

County, we find chollas and prickly pear cacti which produce only tiny,

vestigial foliar leaves on new growth and have thick, fleshy green stems

that carry on the photosynthetic process of food manufacture, which in
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most plants is a function of the leaf. We also have barrel cacti, in which

succulence is highly developed and there are no leaves at all. A barrel

cactus is a tank with accordion-like pleats that permit it to expand with

water after the infrequent rains. Widespread roots just under the soil

surface absorb the water after even a light shower. The plant is covered

with waxy coatings that reduce water loss by evaporation, and with

bristling spines that protect it from animals and filter the desiccating sun.

Spines are characteristic of cacti and perhaps we should decide what

they are. Spines are modified leaves. Spines, branches, and flowers are pro-

duced by a little pillow-like structure, called an areole. Botantists think

the areole is a foreshortened branch, the leaves of which are reduced and

hardened and are the spines. The flowers of most plants are produced at

the ends of little branches, and, as would be expected if an areole is a

shortened, modified branch, the cactus flower arises from the areole.

Perhaps the most remarkable adaptation of succulent plants is a hid-

den physiological one. Photosynthesis is a necessary process of food manu-

facture carried on in sunlight. Carbon dioxide must be available for the

process. There are tiny adjustable openings, called stomata, through the

waterproof plant skin to allow carbon dioxide to enter the plant and

by-product oxygen to escape. Open stomata also permit water loss, which

desert plants can ill afford. Evaporative loss is much greater during the

higher temperatures of daylight hours, but that is when most plants have

open stomata to provide entrance for carbon dioxide. In cacti the stomata

are open only at night, when danger of water evaporation is less, and the

carbon dioxide is accumulated and stored as carbonic acid, to be released

and utilized for photosynthesis the next day when there is light but when

the stomata are securely closed.
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WHERE TO FIND THE CACTI

There are cacti in most parts of San Diego County. In this guide,

the various kinds are treated in the general order of occurrence from the

seacoast over the foothills and mountains into the desert. Under each

species are given not only the general distribution but also usually specific

places where it can be found. For unfamiliar place names, see the map at

the bottom of this page.

Nearly all of the cacti of San Diego County can be seen by visiting

only two places: Cabrillo National Monument on Point Loma for the

coastal kinds, and Sentenac Canyon on Highway 78 for the desert kinds.

The Mountain Prickly Pear will have to be sought at higher elevations

in the Cuyamaca or Laguna region; and the little Pencil Cholla can be

seen at Borrego or Agua Caliente. Good hunting!

LA JOLLA

SAN
DIEGO

Cabrillo
^National
.Monument

CAMPJ).
'

BAJA (CAOFOMNIA
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COAST BARREL CACTUS
Ferocactus VIRIDESCENS

The squat, thick-ribbed and heavy-spined Coast Barrel Cactus grows

on coastal bluffs and mesas, and sometimes on hills as far as twenty miles

from the sea. It is found from near Escondido to San Quintin Bay, Baja

California. The plants usually have only one stem and are less than one

foot tall, but they sometimes form clumps and can grow taller. The

spines are ashy-red or yellowish, aging to horn color or gray, and they

have little transverse ridges or striations which mark their daily growth

during development. The four main spines, which are sometimes nearly

two inches long, form a cross, backed by from eight to fifteen radiating

secondary spines. Greenish yellow flowers appear in April and May. The

globular fruits which follow are at first green or deep red but become

light yellow when mature. They are filled with small black seeds, which

the Indians used to toast and grind into meal.

About twenty-eight kinds of barrel cactus are included in the group

or genus called Ferocactus, whose name means fierce or wild cactus; but

only two of these are found in San Diego County, one along the coast

and the other in the desert. The specific name of the Coast Barrel Cactus,

viridescens, refers to the color of the flowers.

The chaparral-covered slopes in the Cabrillo National Monument,

Point Loma, are a good place to see this little barrel cactus.
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BERGEROCACTUS
Bergerocactus emoryi

Bergerocactus is one of the rarest cacti in San Diego County, and

only a few colonies are known in this area. In Baja California, however,

it is common along the northwest seacoast for some 2 50 miles; and it is

also abundant on Santa Catalina and San Clemente Islands.

This is a particularly attractive plant, with long golden needle-like

spines, which are brittle as glass. The stems are about two inches thick

and two or three feet tall, and form large masses of ascending branches.

The stems have about 15 to 20 bumpy ribs separated by narrow grooves.

The erect principal spine, often one to three inches long, is surrounded

by forty or fifty short radiating secondary spines. Pale yellow flowers,

about two inches long and as broad, are produced over a long period in

late spring. The fruits are red, globular, and covered with yellow spines.

They ripen in August and sometimes split open, allowing the sweet red

pulp and black seeds to ooze out. Rodents and birds somehow penetrate

the armament and eat the pulp, leaving a hollow hull.

In San Diego County this cactus can still be found at the first inter-

national boundary marker, south of Imperial Beach, where it was dis-

covered by Dr. C. C. Parry in 18 50. Dr. Parry was botanist and geologist

with the United States and Mexican Boundary Survey and collected

several cacti which were then unknown to science. And as with the other

coastal cacti, the Cabrillo National Monument is a good place to see this

one. A large patch grows in an arroyo just northwest of the lighthouse.
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PINCUSHION CACTUS or FISHHOOK CACTUS
MAMMILLARIA DIOICA

The Pincushion or Fishhook Cactus is a rather drab little plant with

reddish-brown hooked spines. Its stems are globose to cylindric, usually

about two inches thick and less than eight inches tall, and they may be

single or in clumps. The name dioica, meaning with two houses, implies

that some plants have male flowers and other female; but this separation,

rare in cacti, is only imperfectly developed in our Pincushion Cactus, and

probably is an anomaly.

Flowers of the Pincushion Cactus are cream colored and less than

one inch long. Each petal has a narrow red stripe on its back, which may

give the flower a pinkish cast. The fruits are scarlet, and may be little

round berries hidden among the spines or may be club-shaped, about one

inch long, and quite conspicuous. In spite of their small size and acid

flavor, the fruit was used for food by the San Diego Indians. Seeds are

very small and black.

Mam miliaria dioica is widely distributed through Baja California,

Mexico, with its northernmost representatives extending into San Diego

County. It is unusual in growing both along the seacoast and in the desert.

One can find it in chaparral at Point Loma, Paradise Valley, Mount Sole-

dad, Otay Mesa, and other places along the beach and in the coastal hills.

It also grows at Mason Valley, Split Mountain, Vallecitos, and Mountain

Springs. The desert form is usually more robust and is sometimes treated

as a distinct variety, Mam miliaria dioica var. inccrta.

The stem in Mammillaria is covered with nipplelike protrusions on

which the areoles and spines are borne, but the flowers come from be-

tween. There are about 300 species, mostly native to Mexico.
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COAST CHOLLA
Opuntia prolifera

The Coast Cholla is treelike, with a definite trunk and a spreading

top of easily detached joints or stem segments. On exposed bluffs it is

usually two or three feet tall, but in protected canyons it may reach a

height of ten feet, with a heavy woody trunk six inches thick. The joints

are cylindric but bear prominent spirally arranged humps, each with a

spine cluster on its upper side. The spines are very sharp, with tiny nearly

microscopic barbs, so that they go in much easier than they come out.

They also have tiny barbed spicules. Each of the larger spines is covered

with a strawlike sheath. The joints are easily detached, and when they fall

to the ground they strike root and grow, often forming dense, impene-

trable thickets. The barbed spines cause the joints to be distributed by

animals.

Inconspicuous red to magenta flowers appear in May and are fol-

lowed by globular fleshy fruits. The fruits usually contain no seeds and

may remain on the plant, just like joints of the stem, later producing

more flowers and fruits, and so on, until a chain of several fruits hangs

down like a string of beads. The name prolifera refers to this habit. When
the fruits are knocked from the plant, they root and form new plants,

just as the joints do.

"Cholla" is a Mexican name used for many cacti with cylindrical

stems, barbed spines, and papery sheaths. Botanists consider them closely

related to the prickly pears, which have flattened platelike joints but also

have barbed spines and spicules; and both kinds are named Opuntia.

The Coast Cholla is common along the sea and in the coastal hills

and valleys, from Ventura, California, to El Rosario, Baja California. In

San Diego County it can be seen at Point Loma and nearly any natural

area near the sea coast.
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SNAKE CHOLLA
Opuntia serpentina

The Snake Cholla is appropriately named. Its green branches, which

are about an inch thick and often three feet long, sprawl out from the

central root and grow over rocks and obstacles in a serpentine manner.

The main branches have few joints, but each season's growth is marked

by a constriction. Lateral branches are easily detached. The stem is cov-

ered with short rounded tubercles, which bear areoles with three to nine

or more thin, needlelike brown spines with short brown sheaths covering

their tips. Like the other Opuntias, the Snake Cholla has glochids, which

are fine barbed spicules, almost invisible but very annoying when they get

in one's skin.

The yellow-green flowers of Opuntia serpentina, about one and a

half inches wide, are born in a cluster near the end of the branch. The

fruits, which are at first green, then red, soon become dry and buff color.

They are packed with large white angular seeds.

This cactus was discovered by Thomas Nuttall, a botanist from the

Philadelphia Academy of Sciences, who collected plants in San Diego in

1836. It was collected again by Dr. C. C. Parry during the United States

and Mexican Boundary Survey of 1849 and 18 50. It is rather rare in

San Diego County but occasionally can be found on south-facing canyon

slopes, particularly in the hills just east of Chula Vista and also north

of San Ysidro. It is fairly abundant on the slopes above the Saltwater

Conversion Plant on Point Loma. Opuntia serpentina extends southward

at least 130 miles into Baja California, for it has been collected at Arroyo

Seco.

The Snake Cholla and Coastal Cholla grow together in some areas

and hybridize rather commonly.
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COAST PRICKLY PEAR
Opuntia littoralis

Prickly Pears or Pad Cacti grow in most parts of San Diego County.

Several kinds have been recognized and named by botanists, but they are

not easily identified and even specialists are uncertain of their classifica-

tion. The Prickly Pears themselves do not help matters, because they are

extremely variable in form and they also hybridize freely, producing

intermediate offspring which further confuse the picture. Do not be dis-

couraged if you are unable to positively identify a particular Prickly Pear

in San Diego County; probably no one else could either.

The Coast Prickly Pear, Opuntia littoralis, tends to form a rather

upright treelike plant five or six feet tall. Its pads or joints are about

eight or ten inches long, and they are elliptical or circular and thus

rounder than those of the other prickly pears found along the coast.

There are usually six to nine somewhat flattened yellow spines in a cluster,

the largest about an inch long, usually pointing downward. The flowers,

in June and July, are about three inches wide, clear bright yellow, with a

bright red pistil. The purplish-red pear-shaped fruits are about two inches

long, smooth, and covered with many yellow glochids and a few thin

bristly spines. They have sweet red flesh, which can be eaten fresh or made

into preserves; but care must be used in brushing off the glochids. The

fruits were an important food for the Indians of coastal San Diego

County.

The Coast Prickly Pear grows along the seacoast from Santa Barbara

County well into Baja California, Mexico, and on the offshore islands. It

is usually found only within a few miles of the ocean. It often grows in

association with the Common Prickly Pear, discussed next.
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COMMON PRICKLY PEAR
Opuntia occidentalis

The Common Prickly Pear grows along the coast and in the foothills

below about 2,000 feet, from San Luis Obispo into northern Baja Cali-

fornia. Near the seacoast it grows and hybridizes with the Coast Prickly

Pear, so that there are many intermediate plants which cannot be assigned

to either one or the other kind. In San Diego County, Opuntia occidentalis

reaches elevations of at least 4,000 feet, as near Julian.

Plants of the Common Prickly Pear usually are less than 5 feet high

and have a spreading rather than an erect habit. They often form dense

thickets which are the refuge of quail, rabbits, and other wildlife. The

pads or joints are longer than wide and may be somewhat angular, as con-

trasted with the rounded pads of the Coast Prickly Pear. The spines are

white with brown bases and tips, usually more than an inch long, and

some tend to be erect. There are usually three to five or six spines. Yellow

cup-shaped flowers appear in April or May. The red fleshy fruits are

narrowly pear-shaped, two or three inches long, and contain many large

flat seeds.

"Tuna" is the Mexican name for prickly pear fruit, which are

esteemed for food. Tender new pads of several kinds of prickly pears are

cooked and used as a green vegetable, or in salads, and are called

"nopalitos".
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The greenish-yellow blossoms of the Coast Barrel Cactus

gives it its name, Ferocactus viridescens. See page 8.
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The Valley Cholla, Opuntia parryi, grows in the chapar-

ral plant association inland frorn the Ocean. See page 24.
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VALLEY CHOLLA
Opuntia parryi

The Valley Cholla is an erect, openly branched plant usually less

than three feet tall; but in favorable canyon localities it may grow to

eight feet. The main stems are usually less than one inch thick and some-

times have constrictions marking seasonal growth. A few branches are

borne on the upper half of the stems but are usually not easily detached.

Flowers of the Valley Cholla are yellow or greenish-yellow, some-

times with traces of red showing through from the outer petals. The

fruits are often sterile and soon drop off, but fertile fruits are more per-

sistent, very plump and without conspicuous tubercles, and green.

Opuntia parryi is found at elevations of from 1000 to 4000 feet in the

chaparral plant association of dry foothills inland from the ocean. In the

upper part of its range it may grow under Pinyon Pines or California

Junipers. It is most common on the western slopes of the mountains but

nearly reaches the true desert in the San Felipe Valley, northeast of Banner.

It was discovered in that area by Dr. C. C. Parry while he was attached

to the United States and Mexican Boundary Survey.

The Valley Cholla is closely related to the Snake Cholla of the sea-

coast and to the Silver Cholla of the desert but is easily distinguished

from either one. Valley Chollas can be seen along Highway 94 between

Potrero and Campo, along Highway 80 between Alpine and Descanso,

and on Highway 78 near Banner.
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MOUNTAIN PRICKLY PEAR
Opuntia megacarpa

The Mountain Prickly Pear is a spreading plant less than two feet

high but often ten feet in diameter. Its bluish-green pads are broadly

oval, rather thin, and eight to twelve inches long. The spines are white or

dull gray with a darker base, usually somewhat flattened, the main one

often twisted near the middle. They vary in number from one to four,

are sometimes two inches long, and are mostly borne on the upper half of

the pads. Beautiful yellow flowers appear in May and June. The fruits are

sometimes three inches long, and their large size give this plant its name.

The Mountain Prickly Pear grows above 3000 feet. It apparently

hybridizes freely with the Common Prickly Pear, Opuntia occidentalis,

and some botanists consider it to be a variety of that species. All of the

low-growing prickly pear cacti of San Diego County seem to intergrade,

and their true relationships are not yet well known. Their present scien-

tific classification is unsatisfactory.

In San Diego County, the Mountain Prickly Pear can be seen along

the highway in the Laguna Mountains and in Cuyamaca State Park.
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GOLDEN PRICKLY PEAR or PANCAKE PEAR
Opuntia CHLOROTICA

The most handsome of our pad cacti is the easily identified Pancake

Pear. It is treelike with a definite trunk and a spreading top of glaucous

green pancake-shaped pads. The straw-colored or clear yellow needlelike

spines are about an inch long, rather flexible, and mostly pointing down-

ward. The trunk is densely covered with cushion-like areoles bearing long

glochids, straw colored bristles, and twenty or thirty or more long hair-

like spines.

The yellow flowers are attractive but are not as showy as the purple-

red naked fruits which follow. These are rather round or globose and

about two inches long.

The Pancake Pear is a plant of the desert mountains and in San

Diego County, at least, is usually found on rock faces above 3000 feet

elevation. It is widely distributed, growing in Utah, New Mexico, Ari-

zona, Sonora, and Baja California, as well as the Mojave and Colorado

Deserts of California.

In San Diego County, the Pancake Pear can be observed on the south

walls of Sentenac Canyon below Scissors Crossing on Highway 78, on the

south wall of the canyon 3.3 miles east of Pine Valley on Highway 80,

and on the north wall of a canyon where a railroad trestle crosses High-

way 94 nine miles east of Campo.
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SILVER CHOLLA
Opuntia echinocarpa

The Silver Cholla is the most common cactus of the San Diego

County deserts. It is attractive, with slender spiny stems rising from a

short woody trunk and branching to form a rather dense crown. The

terminal joints are usually between four and eight inches long and about

an inch thick and are not easily detached.

The spines are about five to thirty at a single areole, silvery to

golden, most of them sheathed. The plant is well protected. Greenish-

yellow to bronze flowers are borne in terminal clusters, and appear in

April and May. The fruits are dry and spiny and remain on the plant for

some time.

The Silver Cholla has a wide altitudinal range, from sea level to

about 6000 feet. It has many races or forms, one of which resembles

Opuntia parryi. Opuntia acanthocarpa or Buckhorn Cholla is a closely

related species which may also occur in San Diego County, but it is more

characteristic of the Arizona desert. Opuntia acanthocarpa gandcri is a

vigorous form which grows in the Vallecito Valley. Opuntia echinocarpa

parkcri is a more sparingly branched plant at Mountain Springs and in

the Borrego Valley— but the whole complex is not yet properly classified.

The Silver Cholla, in some of its forms, is to be found throughout

the San Diego County desert.
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JUMPING CHOLLA or TEDDY BEAR CACTUS
Opuntia bigelovii

The notorious Jumping Cholla is erect, with a spiny central trunk

topped with many short lateral branches. These are very easily detached

and produce new plants when they fall to the ground. Dense colonies

result. The yellow spines are sheathed and barbed and become firmly

attached at the slightest contact. Brushing against a plant means becom-

ing impaled. Detached joints lying on the ground are easily caught in a

cuff and flipped to one's calf. There are many people who swear that the

Jumping Cholla does jump!

This is a beautiful cholla. The cylindrical trunks are usually dark

brown, often covered with a shag of brown spines and drooping dead

branches, but topped by a crown of globular golden-yellow joints. The

plants are sometimes six or eight feet tall, and often occur in almost pure

stands or colonies. Their principal form of reproduction is from detached

joints. Flowers are yellow and inconspicuous, and the fruits are often

sterile.

A hybrid cactus, Opuntia fosbcrgii, is apparently the result of a

cross between Opuntia bigelovii and Opuntia cchinocarpa. This is an

erect, trunked plant, more openly branched than the Jumping Cholla and

with tan or brownish rather than golden spines. It is found in Mason

Valley, at Vallecitos, and around Agua Caliente Park.

The Jumping Cholla is widely distributed in very arid areas in south-

ern Nevada, Arizona, northern Sonora, the Colorado Desert in California,

and along the eastern side of Baja California. In San Diego County it can

be seen along Highway 80 east of Jacumba, in Borrego Valley, and in

Mason and Vallecito Valleys.

The upper left photograph is of Opuntia x fosbcrgii, a

hybrid between Opuntia bigelovii and Opuntia cchino-

carpa, photographed at Vallecitos.
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PENCIL CACTUS
Opuntia ramosissima

The Pencil Cactus is a low, much-branched bush, usually less than

two feet tall but sometimes as high as one's head. It has no close relatives

and is easily identified by its flattened, angular tubercles, which give the

branches the appearance of being covered with diamond-shaped or hexa-

gonal tiles or plates.

The joints are gray-green, usually from two to five inches long, and

less than half an inch thick. The areoles are compressed into narrow slits

and only occasionally bear one or two spines. The spines are one to two

inches long, needlelike, sheathed, and usually near the end of a joint.

Some plants are spineless.

Flowers, which are produced in midsummer at the tips of short

terminal joints, are only about an inch long and half an inch wide. They

are flesh color to salmon pink. Flowers are sometimes prolific, with addi-

tional flowers arising from the fruits. Fertile fruits are dry, very spiny,

cylindrical, and about an inch long. They look like sand burs.

The Pencil Cactus grows in sandy flats, and in San Diego County

is very common around and east of Agua Caliente Park and in Borrego

Valley. The distribution of Opuntia ramosissima is southern Nevada,

southern Mojave and Colorado Deserts in California, western Arizona,

northwestern Sonora, and northeastern Baja California.
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BEAVER TAIL CACTUS
Opuntia basilaris

The Beaver Tail is a spineless pad cactus which forms clumps by

branching from the base. Its common name is from the shape of the pads,

which are gray-green to purple, rather velvety, and usually six to ten

inches long. There are no spines, but each of the closely-spaced areoles

bears a tuft of reddish glochids, and even the roots sometimes have these

troublesome spicules.

The Beaver Tail has large orchid to rose-colored flowers, which are

borne along the edge of the pad and often nearly cover the plant. They

appear from March through June, and an October flowering, following

a late summer rain, was recently reported in San Diego County. The

fruits are said to have been used for food by the Indians. They were har-

vested in quantity, carefully cleaned of their numerous glochids, and

cooked for about twelve hours in stone-lined pit ovens which had been

pre-heated with a brisk fire.

These are several varieties of Beaver Tail, one of which, Opuntia

basilaris ramosa, is reported from Volcan Mountain in San Diego County.

This form has narrow pads which branch from their upper edges, unlike

the usual Beaver Tail, the broad pads of which usually branch from the

base.

Opuntia basilaris is widely distributed in the desert areas of San

Diego County. It can be seen along Highway 80 from Jacumba eastward,

along Highway 78 from Banner eastward, and through the Anza-Borrego

Desert State Park.
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DESERT PRICKLY PEAR
Opuntia occidentalis piercei

The Desert Prickly Pear is a prostrate plant which spreads along the

ground with its pads in a line, one after the other, like beads on a string.

Some specimens do form bushes. The pads are about eight inches long

and are rounded or egg shaped. The spines are often solitary or only two

or three in an areole, white or reddish-brown, twisted in the middle, and

as long as three inches. Spines are usually erect along the edges of the

joints but are pointed downward in the center of the pads. The flowers

are yellow and very showy and are followed by bright red fleshy fruit

about two inches long.

The prickly pears in the desert are variable and their scientific classi-

fication is still unsatisfactory. The name Opuntia occidentalis variety

piercei is used here because it was the one used in the last published flora

of California. However, four botanists treating this species have used four

different names, which is mentioned only to indicate the complexity of

the group. Probably more than one species of spiny prickly pear is repre-

sented in the San Diego County deserts.

What I think are typical specimens of Desert Prickly Pear are to be

found in the upper end of Mason Valley, Blair Valley, and Earthquake

Valley. But why not call any of the spiny prickly pears one finds in the

desert "Desert Prickly Pear"? That is an advantage of using common

names.
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DESERT BARREL CACTUS
Ferocactus ACANTHODES

The Desert Barrel Cactus is a most impressive plant, an extreme

example of the development of succulence or water storage tissue. The

plants are ribbed cylinders which become turgid with moisture after a

rain and are then capable of withstanding long periods of drouth. Waxy
layers prevent the evaporation of water through the skin, and a dense

covering of spines protects the tissue from thirsty mammals.

The elimination of leaves with the restriction of food manufacture

to the stem greatly reduces water loss but also reduces the capacity for

growth. So while a barrel cactus can survive conditions that would be

fatal for most plants, it can not grow rapidly even under optimum con-

ditions. A barrel cactus one foot tall is probably twenty five years old,

and one four feet tall has been there more than a century.

The Desert Barrel Cactus is variable in shape and size and particu-

larly in armament. The spines may be gray, bright red, bright yellow,

or even white— and also differ in other respects. Some of the forms

have been given distinguishing names, but it appears that those in the

San Diego County desert are all of one species.

The macerated pulp of barrel cacti will yield juice which can be

used for water in an emergency, but it is neither abundant or pleasant

to taste. Mountain Sheep and even burros sometimes kick away the spines

and eat the moist pulp, but they do not know that all cacti, and partic-

ularly the Desert Barrel Cactus, are protected from such molestation by

rigid laws.

Fine stands of Desert Barrel Cacti are to be seen in the Inkopah

Gorge east of Jacumba on Highway 80, in Sentenac Canyon on Highway

78, and along the road between Scissors Crossing and Ocotillo.
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The Beavertail Cactus, Opuntia basilaris, has no large

spines but instead is covered with tiny barbed spicules,

or glochids. See page 3 6.



San Diego County Cacti Desert 43

The large pink to lavender flowers of the Desert Fish-

hook, Mam miliaria tctrancistra, distinguish it from the

Pincushion Cactus, which has cream flowers. See page 46.
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HEDGEHOG CACTUS
Echinocereus engelmannii

The Hedgehog Cactus forms rather open clumps of spiny stems

two to three inches in diameter and sometimes more than a foot long.

The stems have ten to thirteen soft knobby ribs, each knob bearing a cir-

cular areole with long needle-like spines. The two to six principal spines

can be red, yellow, brown, gray, or almost any color, and up to three

inches long. Several somewhat shorter secondary spines are often a con-

trasting color.

The funnel-shaped magenta flowers of the Hedgehog Cactus are two

to three inches across and are particularly attractive. They open in the

morning and close in the evening of several successive days. The fruits

are red, oval, and about an inch and a quarter long. They are covered

with spines which are shed when they mature. Another common name,

Strawberry Cactus, is from the red, edible fruit.

Hedgehog Cacti are found from the high Juniper desert to lower

desert valleys. They usually grow on rock outcrops or well-drained slopes.

In San Diego County they are to be seen along Highway 8 from

Jacumba eastward, and at Scissors Crossing on Highway 74. The species

is found in southern Utah, Arizona, Sonora, and Baja California, and in

California from Inyo County southward through the Mojave and Colo-

rado Deserts.

Echinocereus munzii is a closely related mountain form which grows

at from 45 00 to 7000 feet elevation. It has been reported from the

Laguna Mountains in San Diego County.
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DESERT FISHHOOK
Mammillaria tetrancistra

The Desert Fishhook and the Pincushion Cactus or San Diego Fish-

hook share the same habitats on rocky San Diego County desert slopes,

and the two kinds could easily be confused. The Desert Fishhook is much

the rarer of the two and can be identified by its large pink to lavender

flowers, long flexible black hooked central spines, and the softer texture

of the plant.

The Desert Fishhook usually has a single stem two to six inches tall

and two or three inches thick. Its tubercles are long and soft and are not

crowded. There are one to four long black principal spines, at least one of

which is hooked, and these are encircled by thirty to sixty radial spines,

some of which are also dark but most are bristlelike and white. The

flowers are about an inch wide, pink to rose or lavender, and are much

more attractive than those of the San Diego Fishhook. Round to club-

shaped red fruits contain small black seeds which are unusual in that they

each bear a corky protuberance. On the basis of this character, the Desert

Fishhook is sometimes segregated in a separate genus and called Phcllos-

perma tetrancistra, in reference to the corky seeds and four central spines.

While the Desert Fishhook is never abundant, it is widespread. Plants

can be found on the slopes south of Scissors Crossing, near the parking

area at Box Canyon, at Mountain Springs, and along the road from

Jacumba to Dubber, in San Diego County. The species grows from

southern Nevada and Utah to western Arizona and northeastern Baja

California. It is native to both the Mojave and Colorado Deserts of

California.
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